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Abstract
Considering artificial intelligence (AI) and intelligent agents (IA)
in a holistic and integrated way, we research and develop a
set of comprehensive methodologies, based on current
experimental social development programs conducted by
CDRF (China Development Research Foundation), in order to
improve programs’ frontline data quality and implementation
efficiency, hence generate timely actionable insights for
decision makers and benefit immediate end-beneficiaries. This
white paper aims at understanding current practices of CDRF
and its frontline RCT social development programs, and
looking for specific and implementable data science
infrastructure design that is sensitive to the data contributors
and analytics users in the field. Building such data science
infrastructure for CDRF potentially forms a basis for scaling-up
and policymaking in the future.
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1 Introduction
This white paper will firstly relate how the persistence of the ‘data divide’
adversely affects poor rural areas, complicating implementation of social
development programs, constraining capital deployment and policy outlay,
and therefore exacerbating contemporary poverty and social inequalities.
The following body of the paper will explore solutions for how IA
(Intelligent Agents) and AI (Artificial Intelligence) can use actionable data,
the power of cloud computation, and the proliferation of data literacy to
help scale the impact of social development programs.
Bridging the data divide requires building decentralized and peoplecentered data infrastructure that engages all stakeholders of social
programs including government decision makers, donors, researchers,
program implementers, intermediary agents, as well as end-beneficiaries.
Placing CDRF and its social programs at the center of discussion, this
white paper will investigate how CDRF monitors and manages social
programs through assessing poverty, identifying their 'ambient problems'
related to early childhood, as well as datafying their RCTs (Randomized
Controlled Trials).
Building on the current data collection method, data flow and poverty
datafication of CDRF, we will identify three pillars of datafication that will
help CDRF build a more comprehensive data eco-system in preparation
for future scaling: 1.) Improved datafication of RCTs, in order to enhance
the quality and efficacy of current social programs, 2.) Infrastructure Data
that illustrates the data literacy of stakeholders and the data infrastructure
accessible by stakeholders, in order to constantly upgrade the data
platform, and 3.) Enhanced velocity, veracity, variety, volume and value of
Ambient data related to early childhood development, in order to inform
future scaling and policymaking.
Accordingly, this white paper will finally propose three programs to build
such a data-empowered platform: A.) Value co-creation model, a two-way
feedback system that encourages community stakeholders to engage in
the data collection process of RCTs; B.) Capacity building programs, a set
of metrics and frontlinetechnologies that empower community
stakeholders and frontline agents with improved 'impact data readiness',
and C.) Visual survey, an alternative household survey system that would
be useful for ex ante targeting and ex post monitoring when current social
programs evolve into national policies. Overall, this white paper aims to
help CDRF further ensure transparency and accountability, make betterinformed decisions, and overall build a more comprehensive data ecosystem.
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This research is critical towards misperceptions of over-promise by ‘big
data’ (massive global noisy data) as an informational panacea, whereas
we promote the ‘lean data’ methodology (locally relevant data with
controllable quality of input and output) as a more proper and relevant
methodology for working in developing regions. Big data is a massive
amount of continually amassing dynamic data, usually from a global scale
with a lot of noise. Big data forms the basis of Artificial intelligence (AI), a
technology that contains machine learning algorithms which would
consistently self-improve the analysis 1. It is assumed that such selfimprovement would generate actionable insights to facilitate decisionmaking.

Figure 1: Illustration of the relationship between AI and IA (Created by author)

However, such assumption neglects the complexity of the data ecosystem in developing regions, which consists of various types of data
sources, methodologies, and most importantly unique engagement
channels with local populations. Therefore, this white paper argues that
currently there is a critically lacking consideration in the specific ‘subbranch’ of AI, which is the Intelligent Agent (IA). IA is technically defined
as an autonomous agent, either machine or human or both, that has the
ability to learn and adapt within the system of AI 2.
In the case of CDRF, IA refers to community members, community
leaders and frontline agents who are sensitive to context-specific data
infrastructure. It is important to build and expand the ability of IA at the
social development program frontlines, empowering them with purpose
and the ability to engage with the larger data eco-system of AI. Overall,
our holistic approach of 'AI+IA' emphasizes the importance of the
inflection point where 'big data' meets 'lean data'.
1 O'Leary, D. E. (2013). Artificial intelligence and big data. IEEE Intelligent Systems,
28(2), 96-99.
2 Padgham, L., & Winikoff, M. (2005). Developing intelligent agent systems: A practical
guide (Vol. 13). John Wiley & Sons.
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2 Conceptual Framework
2.1 Data Divide, Poverty and Inequality
Very often in social development programs’ frontline, stakeholders lack
the incentive and ability to participate constructively with the data ecosystem. This is a lack of ‘data literacy’ that is very common among
stakeholders who are not yet empowered or incentivized to utilize local
data infrastructure to access, utilize and comprehend relevant data to
help make decisions in their daily lives or long-term planning. Most
stakeholders especially the individuals and households who are the endbeneficiaries of the programs are excluded from engaging with the data
due to technical, technological and practical barriers. Such lack of data
literacy and inconsistent use of local data infrastructure create a ‘data
divide’ that potentially suppresses capital deployment and policy outlay ,
and further exacerbates contemporary poverty and social inequality.
The data divide is highly correlated to the asymmetrical growth of
capitalism, modernization and industrialization between the 'First World'
and 'Third World'. This inequality further exacerbates the imbalanced
development of knowledge production and communication technologies,
which created the so called 'digital divide' and 'information divide' that
leave a great majority of the world's population unreached by global
resources. Research shows that poverty in rural China is directly related
to digital divide. This divide is mainly caused by inability to afford and
access to technological devices and digital literacy trainings (Fong, 2009).
Another research suggests that ICT literacy is correlated to economic
development of the households (Guo), which further implies a vicious
circle of economic poverty and digital poverty. Overall, such divide makes
social mobility in rural China ever more difficult, trapping individuals and
households in poverty and destitution.
2.2 Promotion of Data Literacy
Data infrastructure is necessary for building and improving contemporary
social development policies, programs and projects. Appropriate data
infrastructure not only helps enhance transparency and improve program
management, but also enables the decision-making process to be more
precise, timely, and better informed. However, building such data
infrastructure is not so straightforward. Despite significant rise of rural

3 Bhargava, R., Deahl, E., Letouzé, E., Noonan, A., Sangokoya, D., & Shoup, N. (2015).
Beyond Data Literacy: Reinventing Community Engagement and Empowerment in the
Age of Data. Data-Pop Alliance White Paper Series.
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internet users in China 4, this increase of number does not directly
translate to digital literacy of rural users 5. Existing local infrastructure on
the ground may not be useful for community users who are unfamiliar with
the hardware. In other words, available ‘hardware’ does not guarantee
that ‘software’ community users have both the ‘desire’ and ‘ability’ to
engage.
Users of digital devices at the frontline are crucial intelligent agents (IA) in
a data eco-system. Conceptually in an ideal scenario, grassroots
communities would utilize technology, in Kentaro Toyama‘s words, “as a
magnifier of their intent and capacity” 6. In such a scenario, local data
infrastructure would be utilized by frontline users who are empowered with
the awareness and opportunity to access to such infrastructure for
information and knowledge. However in reality, there exists a
considerable mismatch between the availability of data infrastructure and
the data literacy of frontline users. Frontline users lack the incentive,
capabilities and resilience to utilize provided data infrastructure, and
existing data infrastructure lacks consideration of the context-specific and
digital habits of frontline users.
In this light, we propose to build the capacity of frontline users through
fostering adaptive capabilities and resilience. This capacity program
would combine with the development and deployment of frontline
technologies that are sensitive to the current level of data literacy and
community participation in information sharing systems. It is important to
note that capacity building does not refer to didactic platforms that involve
training and teaching technical languages and skills, but rather consists of
multiple methodologies that aim to empower potential IA to become 'free
agents' of information. In other words, one does not have to be able to
conduct advanced data analysis in order to become data literate.
Through an integrated approach of promoting data literacy in targeted
communities, we aim to facilitate the fluidity of data communication and
processing within the data eco-system of social development projects.
This would potentially empower community stakeholders to participate
and seek values from data, and create a continual influx of actionable
data at both the operational level and the decision-making level.

4 CNNIC. (2015). Zhong Guo Nong Cun Hu Lian Wang Fa Zhan Zhuang Kuang Yan Jiu
Bao Gao (Research paper on rural Internet Developemnt 2014)
5 Guo, Y., & Chen, P. (2011). Digital divide and social cleavage: case studies of ict
usage among peasants in contemporary china*. China Quarterly , 207 (207), 580-599.
6 Fallows, J. (2011). 'Technology Is Not The Answer'. The Atlantic.
http://www.theatlantic.com/technology/archive/2011/03/technology-is-not-theanswer/73065/.
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3 Current Data Flow of CDRF
In this section, we will unfold a few cases of CDRF. Placing the social
program China Rural Education and Child Health (China REACH) and the
case of Guizhou Qixingguan at the center of discussion, this section will
illustrate the current data eco-system within CDRF’s research framework,
and investigate how data flows from its sources, goes through analog or
digital channels, and becomes usable for research.
Building on the current datafication of RCTs including follow-up
assessments, surveys, interviews, health checks and early childhood
development screenings, we will then explore opportunities to gather
augmented quality of data, deeper volume of data and additional types of
data surrounding and within the research framework of CDRF. Currently,
datafication is a key tool to monitor and manage the implementation of
very scattered programs in various geographical sites. The existing
datafication is a one-way data flow in which frontline agents collect
information from end-beneficiaries, and this information is communicated
all the way upwards to managers, chief managers, CDRF project
managers and researchers, and generated as academic insights, with
ultimate implications for potential policymaking.
In this white paper, we argue the importance of developing a
comprehensive data eco-system to generate further research, analysis
and academic documentations in order to communicate the impact of the
social programs and experiments to all stakeholders including
government
decision
makers,
donors,
researchers,
program
implementers, frontline agents, as well as end-beneficiaries . As the
current RCTs in CDRF eventually evolve into nationwide social welfare
policies, such as healthcare and education programs, further datafication
would help assess and improve the process of creating impact towards a
huge base of population suffering from poverty and other social problems.
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4 Methodologies: Pilot Programs to Build a Peoplecentered Data Platform
In this section, we will propose three pilot programs in the developing
contexts surrounding poor rural villages in Guizhou, in order to test the
feasibility and practicability of building an IA-based data infrastructure.
Our methodology stresses the importance of building data infrastructure
through a decentralized and people-centered rather than a technocratic
approach. This approach hinges on building the capacity and network of
IA, who are the critical constituents of the data infrastructure to be scaled
into an AI data platform of social development. Solving the problem of
'data divide' at the agency level is the first step of building a solid
foundation of data infrastructure and data literacy which we can
potentially leverage for improved research, better decision-making, and
better policy implementations.
These pilot programs would contribute to improving and scaling up
datafication of CDRF in the future: gaining extra type, volume and quality
of data for effective data science research, and establishing the
foundation for advanced data science analysis in the field of social
development.

4.1 Value Co-creation Model to Encourage Participation
The first way of contributing to CDRF’s datafication is to develop a value
co-creation model for datafication, which is a two-way feedback system
involving multiple stakeholders as intelligent agents (IA). Conventionally,
impact data collection is a one-way process, from which end-beneficiaries
passively provides information according to pre-determined and top-down
framework of analysis. The set of data flows from end-beneficiaries to
data analysts, but the value generated from the data does not return back
to benefit the end-beneficiaries directly. In our methodology, we propose
to design a two-way ‘impact communication system’ that not only enables
data flow between end-beneficiaries and local frontline agents, but also
among end-beneficiaries themselves.
This program will be piloted on the China REACH ‘home-visiting’ program,
which a ‘mini impact report’ of the program will be communicated among
home-visitors, child caregivers at home, and parents who are migrant
workers away from home. This feedback system will automatically
disseminate selected impact data of the weekly visits to relevant family
members. This means that the impact data obtained generates immediate
value for end-beneficiaries.
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This model would be particularly meaningful for ‘families with left-behind
children' which parents often do not have the opportunity to engage in the
early childhood development of their children. Left-behind children
families account for approximately one-third of participants of China
REACH in this case study. In this case, the role of parents in China
REACH is taken by grandparents, grand-grand-parents and other
relatives who are the main participants of home visits, where the absence
of parents is often an exacerbating factor of poor early childhood
development. This suggests that the impact of early childhood
development programs may be diminished without the active participation
of parents.
In this two-way feedback system, migrant parents would be provided with
the opportunity to frequently review photos and monitor more closely the
learning progress of their children through a SMS message link on a
weekly basis. Not only so, through this feedback system, parents abroad
are provided with the opportunity to either make a phone call back home,
or simply share this information on social media groups with close friends
and family members. This 'mini-impact report' thereby potentially builds on
the intent of China REACH to further enable more family engagement and
emotional development of kinship and caregiving within the social
program. Migrant parents in this case are not only constructively engaged
with data, but are also involved in the data collection and data generation
process.
Overall, such two-way data flow aims to establish immediate value
creation for end-beneficiaries. On the one hand, this system of value cocreation may encourage end-beneficiaries especially parents who are
migrant workers to participate in the early childhood development
program and the corresponding data collection process. On the other
hand, this application of two-way impact communication system will
promote the Data Literacy in the family unit, thereby creating a more
holistic family-unit participation with China REACH. Lastly, this feedback
system would inform the online behaviors of end-users, hard- and software device information, and other technology user experience
information of the family members who engage with the ‘mini impact
report’. In the longer term, this information will be useful for improving the
data science technology, digital datafication practice, and framework and
architecture of the data-empowered platform for social development.
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4.2 Capacity Building Programs to Improve Impact Data Readiness
The second way of contributing to CDRF’s datafication is to develop
capacity building programs in the targeted regions, in order to enhance
the coherency of Data Infrastructure and Data Literacy in that area. Low
data literacy is a major barrier to a cost-effective solution for collecting
continual ambient data related to understanding the socio-economic
status and standard of living of potential participants of social programs.
In order to improve the Data Literacy of community stakeholders, it is
important to firstly evaluate their data readiness in relation to the
accessible local data infrastructure.
In our previous research, we introduced the concept of ‘Impact Data
Readiness Index’ (IDRI) in two dimensions: IDRI(x) and IDRI(n). IDRI(x)
represents the impact data readiness of the external context, which is a
set of metrics that helps social purpose organizations to understand how
‘ready’ a certain geographical region is for the implementation of an
impact data platform. On the other hand, IDRI(n) measures how internally
‘ready’ a social purpose organization is to implement impact programs for
M&E. Embedded in the IDRI metrics are three dimensions of assessment:
Local data infrastructure, Community Participation, and Data Literacy.
Local data infrastructure is the 'hardware' foundation like technological
devices, network signals and mobile service plans that ensures further
development of data analytics in that region. Higher level of local data
infrastructure implies higher possibility to obtain precise data. On the
other hand, the level of Community Participation and Data Literacy are
'people-centered' foundation which represents the 'desire' and 'ability' of
stakeholders to access, utilize and comprehend data within the existing
local data infrastructure.
Recalling the importance of the role of ‘intelligent agents’ (IA) at different
levels of program implementation, in this section, we will propose a set of
metrics to evaluate and improve the impact data readiness of local IA of
CDRF, including community stakeholders and frontline agents. We will not
only implement the previously proposed 1.) IDRI(x), an automated selfevaluation readiness metrics that can be assessed from a publicly
available web application, but also a more extensive and heavier touch of
such, 2.) IDRI(x+), a manual labor survey regarding the localized data
environment of the targeted region on mobile application. Extended from
IDRI(x), the unit of IDRI (x+) is not limited to the particularity of the
geographical location, but include all types of externalities experienced by
IA.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the methodology of IDRI(x+) (Created by author)

Within the framework of IDRI(x+), Data Infrastructure is assessed by the
access to network signals, digital devices and mobile plans by IA. Data
Literacy is assessed by the ability of IA to read, work, analyze and argue
with data. Community Participation is assessed by the frequency and
duration of participation, number and diversity of participants, and
accountability of formal and informal collective engagement of information
by IA. Integrated with such assessment of impact data readiness is a series
of frontline data technologies for the IA end-users. The design of the
frontline data technologies will be contextually relevant, culturally resonant,
and accommodating the digital habit of end-users. Additionally,
corresponding to such frontline data technologies are capacity building
programs like Training of Trainers (TOT) and device-enabled tutorials for IA
end-users.
Overall, this capacity building program aims to empower IA with higher
'desire' and 'ability' to access existing local data infrastructure. On one hand,
this process of implementing metrics and frontline data technologies would
build the data literacy of IA in engaging with the larger data eco-system. On
the other hand, the data obtained from IDRI(x) and (x+), as well as the user
behavior data of frontline data technologies would potentially contribute to
improving the design of data technologies and in the longer term building a
larger data platform for CDRF and for social development.
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4.3 Automated Visual Recognition Survey and Analysis
The third way of contributing to CDRF’s datafication is to develop a new
household survey system based on imaging. This exploratory research
program is based on the current photographing practice led by frontline
agents in CDRF’s programs i.e. home visitors of China REACH. The
current image data of the households are not yet ready for assessment
and analysis, because the analytical framework and methodologies of this
survey system are not standardized. We would like to take this
opportunity to develop a pilot Automated Visual Recognition & Machine
Learning techniques which would automatically assess the socioeconomic status and standard of living of potential and existing endbeneficiary households. This household survey aims to identify the degree
of poverty in different geographical regions, which can potentially
contribute to poverty assessment and targeting for future policymaking.
CDRF’s current practice of collecting data consists of both paper-based
verbal surveys and photography on digital devices to capture
photographic evidence of family and child development over time. For
both processes, we aim to create systems that allow more efficient data
management automation. These systems would utilize mobile apps that
can streamline survey taking, both verbal and visual, in order to provide
solutions to centralize storage systems that automate the process of data
collection and insights capturing.
As previously mentioned, it is crucial for CDRF to build a platform of
ambient data in order to 1.) monitor impacts and 2.) create additional
impact on data literacy of and data infrastructure accessed by frontline
agents. Therefore, we aim to investigate methods and technologies of
visual pattern recognition and machine learning that can rapidly identify
poverty indicators, in order to obtain ambient data that classifies subsets
of social problems across larger geographical areas than is currently
possible. Methodologies as such would rely on the following IA: A.) the
abilities of existing frontline agents to conduct the current data collection
method and B.) the expertise of an analyst’s team to identify patterns from
the existing data types.
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We propose not only to develop a methodology and corresponding
technology to automate visual identification of poverty indicators, but also
to scale the designation of IA participants beyond the physical limitations
of CDRF's frontline agents. We create a user-friendly methodology of
photographic documentation that enables a broad set of stakeholders to
participate in the data eco-system without professional knowledge or
technical training. Furthermore, we create systems that leverage CDRF’s
existing pool of field expertise to build relevant algorithms that can
actively search for values in an ongoing basis without the need to scale
specialized manpower. This is a process of 'training' data in systematic,
incremental, and continuous approach, which will create automation
solutions that can obtain visual-spatial data and in turn codify different
types of poverty conditions.
Instead of examining the causal relation between poverty and various
contributing factors in general, this exploratory research focuses on
testing the extent to which visual recognition metrics are able to identify
ambient conditions surrounding poverty. This pilot program will begin by
using proxy metrics, in lieu of formally established metrics, and will
improve its technology development in the next phase after CDRF‘s
frontline agents and other experts are familiar with such methodology. As
such, proxy indicators 7 will sample data dimensions to rural villages as
related to: 1.) Environment, 2.) Materiality, and 3.) Objects.
In alignment with lean data practices, we will devise context-specific and
simplified survey methods in order to ensure that IA end-users can easily
access data and the data collection process. For verbal surveys, this
means asking fewer questions to end-beneficiaries. For visual survey, this
suggests setting standards for easily attainable angles and minimal
number of pictures per household. This will prevent demotivation of IA to
participate in the data collection process. In all experiments, levels of
intended automation will be manifested at different stages of the process
depending on the framework of data collection. For each experiment,
there requires certain level of manual classification before data can be
'trained'.

7 As a disclaimer, although we have identified these factors as proxy for poverty
indicators, they are by no means meant to be definitive or scientifically proven to be
accurate, holistic, or extensive metrics by which to measure poverty.
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Environment – in this first experiment, we will test how visual pattern
recognition can identify geometric similarities and differences of building
construction façade design. We hypothesize that that buildings with fewer
number of openings and/or higher surface area to opening ratio have
lower construction standards. Therefore, such characteristics could
become visual indicators of low socio-economic status of the households.
This visual metrics will search for 1.) number of openings and 2.)
calculate the ratio of opening-to-surface-area.
Material – for this second experiment, we will use visual pattern
recognition to identify the different characteristics of building materials.
Our hypothesis is predicated on a set of government-created metrics of
regional poverty indicators that are related to building materials. Referring
to a number of industry research and practice, we will further examine the
extent to which different types of building materials can be utilized as an
index of poverty indicators.
Objects – in this third experiment, we will design methods to catalogue
household objects, and through the assistance of machine learning,
classify ranges and patterns of objects commonly found in rural
households. We hypothesize that certain clustering of objects in rural
households may reveal patterns that can become indicators denoting
levels of poverty by area. In collaboration with CDRF’s frontline agents,
we will test this index with a range of household appliances and
technologies, which information will be obtained through both verbal as
well as visual surveys.

Figure 3: Illustration of the Visual Recognition System (Created by author)
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Overall, we speculate that automation of metrics could encompass spatial
parameters for child development, nutritional habits, capacities of families,
environmental conditions and economic activities, etc. Visual survey in
this case is an IA that has the ability to identify determining factors of
poverty in an image. This would be multiplied by machine learning
potential, which means that vast amount of information and insights would
be captured from a singular form of data. When such machine learning
potential is scaled with transparency and accountability, such derived
insights would potentially influence the conceptualization and identification
of poverty, which may in turn affect decision making at all levels of
program implementations. This represents the potential of a dataempowered platform to amateurize the participatory process of data
collection beyond relying on designated trained professional experts. In
addition, scaling this machine learning potential across different regions of
rural China suggests an exponential intake of data volume approaching or
at the level of “big data” analysis.
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5 Implications on Data Automation for CDRF
Research, Impact, and Growth
CDRF does not formally rely on government process of targeting to
determine designation of sites for deployment of their social programs.
As CDRF advances its growth trajectory, it will likely face a threshold past
which further methodologies are needed for geographical or household
targeting of new programs. Currently, CDRF depends on the good will of
interpersonal professional networks relationships with government and
community members to build pathways that allow for optimal conditions to
site their programs. This practice is arguably one of the most effective
means to test experimental prototypes in developing regions. However,
when faced to scale the program nationwide, CDRF will require more
formalized systems for determining sites and establishing proper
relationships to support them. This requires broader and deeper funding
sources and policies to help carry momentum needed to bring all the
conditions together.
Speculation on future program growth may involve garnering public
private partnership or other financial vehicles that will allow more
widespread adoption of these programs as they begin to establish their
value to society through quantitative and qualitative metrics. This
requires an implementation roadmap that indexes geographical areas
which are most in need of the social programs. We argue that by
providing a data-empowered platform of such indexing, CDRF and other
interested social actors will be able increase capacity to 1.) pave the way
for evidence-based policies on early childhood nutrition and poverty
alleviation, 2.) rapidly establish pertinent relationships with local
government agencies and community leaders in search of such program
support, 3.) create signals to financial decision makers with new capital
deployment opportunities into viable impact metrics-backed social
development projects.
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6 Overview: Building a Data-empowered Platform
for Social Development
Conclusively, we are developing the framework and architecture of a dataempowered platform for CDRF and in the longer term for social
development. This white paper presents three pilot programs that aim to
test the feasibility of empowering Intelligent Agents (IA) to participate and
engage in the data eco-system of Artificial Intelligence (AI), altogether
creating a meeting point between AI and IA. On one hand, these
programs leverage powerful data science tools of AI to unveil the
complexity of social development space. On the other hand, these
programs build the capacity of frontline IA to generate relevant and quality
data on the ground. This data-empowered platform aims to develop the
data literacy of potential and existing IA, and strengthen the local data
infrastructure and its accessibility to IA. Overall, the objective of this paper
is beyond improving the transparency, accountability and management of
current social programs; this platform not only considers the current
practice of CDRF, but also proposes to inform future policymaking and
implementation.
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